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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
 
The following information is in support of an Environmental Screening related to allied training with 
updated practice laser guided munitions at the 5 Wing Practice Target Area near Minipi Lake.  
Specifically, this report examines air and ground conflicts with existing and future land use as a result of 
adding a safety template beyond the Practice Target Area to provide for public safety. Due to the 
deployment of this system at higher altitudes and speeds, the restricted area around the Practice Target 
Area will need to be expanded, with control transferred to the Federal Government from the Province of 
Newfoundland and Labrador.  To determine current land and airspace use of the general area, Jacques 
Whitford Environment Limited was contracted by the Goose Bay Office of National Defence to 
complete the necessary land use research of Labrador residents and others.  Innu Environmental was 
subcontracted specifically to examine existing (from 1990 to present) land use by the Innu of Labrador.  
Interviews for all those contacted followed a prepared template where appropriate and examined a 
variety of aspects related to the environment, resources, land use (hunting, fishing, trapping, and other 
activities), land use settlement, concerns and guidelines (possible mitigation).  The researchers also 
attended a public information session and worked closely with staff from the Goose Bay Office, 5 Wing 
Goose Bay and in particular the Wing Community Liaison Officer.  For the non-Innu component, 
interviewees were considered in terms of Commercial and non-Commercial activities from air charters 
and outfitting to recreational hunting and fishing.  The primary air and land use activity at present and 
predicted at this time is the outfitting activity in the vicinity of Minipi Lake.  Two outfitters, Cooper’s 
Minipi Lake Camps and Labrador Outdoors use a large area immediately north of, and overlap to a 
slight degree of the proposed safety template.  Float plane and helicopter operations in this region are 
predominantly in support of these two Outfitters.  To that end significant attention was placed with these 
owner operators, to explain the Project and examine potential conflicts.  In both of these cases, no 
opposition to proceeding with the initiative was expressed by them or other non-Innu interviewees.  
Several people suggested mitigation measures that were either part of the existing proposal or could be 
incorporated into its design. 
 
To understand the recent land use of the area in question by the Innu of Labrador, Jacques Whitford 
Environment Limited sub-contracted Innu Environmental, a wholly-owned (by the two Innu Band 
Councils of Labrador) company.  This document (Wolverine & Associates 2001) is presented as an 
attachment to this report.  Within Québec, a similar exercise by the Mamut-Inuat was undertaken but not 
yet available at the time of writing. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Department of National Defence (DND) Goose Bay Office is considering requests from Allied 
Nations at Goose Bay to authorize training with a newer version of inert Laser Guided Bomb system.  
Authorization of this request will require the prior implementation of a Safety Exclusion Zone to the 
existing perimeter of the Practice Target Area (PTA) to ensure public safety in the event of a 
malfunction. The actual safety template would be located within a 30 nautical miles (NM) radius Study 
Area, from the centre of the PTA, approximately 125 km SSW of Happy Valley-Goose Bay (Figures 1 
and 2). 
 
Before this request from Allied Nations can be approved, an Environmental Screening of the activity 
must be conducted.  A vital component of the screening is an examination of current and projected land 
use by Others (Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal residents of Labrador and Quebec North Shore) so the 
potential impact of the Safety Exclusion Zone  on subsistence and commercial activities can be assessed.  
From this information, DND will determine what management or mitigation measures would be 
appropriate to de-conflict land use and the military training requirement.  Jacques Whitford Environment 
Limited (JWEL) was contracted to conduct a land use study on behalf of the DND – Goose Bay Office.  
 
The requirements of this study were to compile current (since 1990) land use information obtained 
through a consultative process with selected residents (including outfitters) of Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal communities and other persons involved or active within the Study Area.  This report 
describes the results of information associated with non-Innu respondents in Labrador and a review of 
existing and available literature.  An accompanying phase of investigations was completed by Innu 
Environmental to address Innu respondents from Sheshashit (Labrador) (Wolverine & Associates 2001).  
Within Québec, a similar exercise by the Mamut-Inuat was undertaken but not yet available at the time 
of writing. 
 
Archaeological records (MCC 2001 and PAO 2001) confirm a lengthy Aboriginal presence in coastal 
Labrador and on the Côte-Nord.  Numerous sites relating to the following cultures have been be found: 
Paleo-Indian (9000-8000 BP), Maritime Archaic Indian (8000-3000 BP), Groswater Palaeoeskimo 
(2800-2100 BP), Dorset (2000-860 BP), Intermediate and Recent Indian (1900-500 BP), Historic Inuit 
(1500-1800AD) and Historic and Contemporary Innu (1500 to present). Most sites are located on the 
coast or near major lakes and rivers in the interior. 
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FIGURE 1. EXTENT OF LANDUSE ACTIVITY, COOPER'S MINIPI CAMPS
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FIGURE 2. EXTENT OF LANDUSE ACTIVITY, LABRADOR OUTDOORS
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The most extensive regional context mapping program conducted to date in Quebec-Labrador 
(JWEL/INEN 2001) employed archaeological site distribution and Innu land use data to depict regional 
variation in settlement-subsistence patterns in south-central Labrador and the Côte-Nord. Despite 
regional variation in research effort and data gaps, it appears that in general, both archaeological site 
distribution and Innu camp locations are normally associated with the coastline and with freshwater 
(lake and river) shorelines.  Harvesting areas are also associated with the coastline and with freshwater 
shorelines, however, they also extend further into interfluvial upland areas. 
 

Archaeological and historical records also confirm a lengthy European presence on the Quebec North 
Shore and coastal Labrador from the Sept-Iles to Hamilton Inlet. This was one of the first areas of North 
America to come to the attention of Europe and beginning with a probable Norse occupation in the 11th 
century. Since that time, the area has seen almost continuous occupation or exploitation by the French, 
Basques and British during the past five centuries.  Past and present land use studies to depict non-
aboriginal occupation and activities in the Quebec-Labrador hinterland include DND (1994), JWEL 
(1998), IEDE/JWEL (2000).   The Outfitting industry, support and other activity by air charter 
companies, mineral exploration and so on are additional areas for consideration. Therefore, the 
compilation of land use information for this study will be based on current activity obtained through a 
consultative process with residents of local communities and other knowledgeable persons. 

 
While DND is completing this screening at the request of the Allies, to a view of supporting ongoing 
military training at 5 Wing Goose Bay, the department is not wanting to affect other economic and non-
economic activity.  The Outfitting industry in Labrador in particular generates several million dollars to 
the Provincial economy, and is a well-established and sustainable industry (G. Price, pers. comm.).  
Therefore any new activity that may interfere with this important aspect of the economy raises concern.  
To that end, careful consideration of possible mitigation measures are also included in this assessment. 
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2.0 METHODS 
 
The approach to collecting information on existing land use within the study area involved a 
combination of informant interviews and land use mapping, discussions with knowledgeable persons 
and a review of available literature.  The interview results, were used in conjunction with baseline 
information collected during the 1980s (DND 1994) to assess any changes in land use during recent 
years.  For the extensive interviews (e.g. those with Outfitters) Standard techniques followed a 
prearranged template for questions (Appendix A) and topographic map sheets at a scale of 1:250,000. 
 
For the non-Innu phase of interviews, Inuit, Metis and non-Aboriginal outfitters, trappers, fishermen and 
hunters were contacted in person.  Selection of the participants/respondents was made in close 
consultation with the Wing Community Liaison Officer (Mr. S. Bird), appropriate organizations and 
community leaders. 
 
The main objective of the interviews on contemporary (1990-2001) land use and occupancy was to 
provide valuable information to define the nature, timing and extent of land use within the affected area. 
Where possible, activities were quantified by month rather than by season.  Commercial- and non-
commercial related interviews, attempted to establish the percentage of time, income and activity spent 
in the study area.  Interviews were conducted with individuals who have used the Study Area in recent 
years and/or are knowledgeable about land use activity.  The style of the interview was designed to 
encourage and enable the respondent to present his own facts, observations, explanations and ideas 
about present land use and about the environment. Respondents were carefully advised as to the purpose 
of the interviews, before starting.  
 
A five-page questionnaire was used (Appendix A) in conjunction with NTS 1:250,000-scale topographic 
map sheets 13C/12N to collect the information.  Maps used during the interviews contained reference to 
the proposed PTA.  Upon completion of the interview, the interviewer prepared a summary and 
preliminary analysis of the interview using the Interview Synoptic Forms (Appendix C) based on 
Interview Record Forms, maps, recording tapes and notes.  If respondents encountered problems 
deciphering landmarks on the maps, this was noted in the remark section of the interview record form or 
in a field logbook.  Where possible, each area or location discussed during the interview should include 
a reference to the map.  
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Five sets of questions were developed: 
 
1. ENVIRONMENT (Page 1/5): description of natural areas. 
 
2. RESOURCES (Page 2/5): description of animals, birds and fish geographic distribution; this 

included areas of concentration (e.g., ducks nesting areas, fish spawning areas, migratory routes). 
 
3. HUNTING, FISHING, TRAPPING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES (Page 3/5) such as wood cutting 

(domestic) and berry picking.  It was important to indicate preferred areas on the maps provided and 
use a code/number to link the information on the map with the interview questionnaire.  

 
4. LAND USE AND SETTLEMENT (Page 4/5): topics include place names, travel routes, features 

and buildings. 
 
5. CONCERNS AND GUIDELINES (Page 5/5): this section summarized the informants’ sense of 

place, appreciation of the importance of the area and its resources, concerns and expectations 
regarding the preservation of hunting and fishing areas, camps and other facilities.  

 
 
For others interviewed such as Air Charter Companies, the diversity of questions was more focused 
examining issues related to temporal and spatial overlap with the Study Area.   Relevant and available 
literature was also reviewed.  To identify potential spatial and/or temporal conflicts with the proposed 
activity by DND, results were considered in light of possible mitigation measures that could be 
introduced into the proposed undertaking.   
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3.0 RESULTS 
 
In association with DND (1994), a significant land-use study was completed of non-Innu communities 
adjacent to the Military Training Area (MTA).  The interviews were conducted in 1987-1989 following 
similar methods (to this study) with the results presented in text and map summaries.  While dated, this 
information provides an excellent indication of the relative importance of the study area within the 
regional context. 
 
In general, most land-use activity conducted by non-Innu in the Lake Melville region was formerly 
outside the study area (Table 1).  Exceptions were low-level activity by residents of Happy Valley-
Goose Bay and North West River essentially year round for trapping, small game and waterfowl 
hunting, and fishing.  Areas used in the late 1980’s included Minipi Lake, Anne Marie Lake, Minonipi 
Lake, the headwaters of the Kenamu River, Traverspine River, and adjacent sections of the Petit 
Mecatina and Little Drunken River (Figure 3). 
 
3.1 Commercial Activities 
 
3.1.1 Outfitting 
 
The outfitting industry in Labrador comprises a significant portion of the regional economy with 
approximately 46 operators offering hunting and fishing experiences (AMEC and Gardner Pinfold 
2000).  The Outfitting Industry of Quebec would be even larger (C. Myrden, pers. comm).  Within the 
Study Area, are two active Outfitting operations based at Minipi Lake and environs that represent the 
most significant land-use activity at present.  Cooper’s Minipi Camps in particular occupies 
approximately 25% of the entire study area, from mid-June until at least mid-September (Figure 4).  The 
operation is well established and offering world class trout fishing experiences with over 300 clients 
generating revenues in excess of $1 million annually.  A smaller operation, Labrador Outdoors also uses 
a portion of the same area and during a similar season.  In total, six lodges and several trails, boats and 
other infrastructure exist immediately north of the current PTA, with plans to extend both the season of 
occupation and the variety of activities and clientele.  Over 30 seasonal and five full-time employees are 
associated with these operations. 
 
Almost 100% of the current activity with these operations concern trout fishing.  Cooper’s Minipi 
Camps have offered some waterfowl hunting during late season fishing trips in the past during 
September and early October.  This same operator is currently planning to establish a mini-hydroelectric 
source for their main lodge, near the outlet on Minipi Lake.  The plan would be to offer non-
consumptive winter activities and create a year round operation. 
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Table 1 Summary of non-Innu land-use activity from Lake Melville Region during 1987-1989, within 
the Military Training Area of Labrador and Quebec (DND 1994). 

Lake Melville 
Community1 

Activity Temporal/Spatial Overlap 
With Study Area 

Mud Lake Fishing Nil 

Mud Lake Small Game Hunting Nil 
Mud Lake Trapping Nil2 

Mud lake Small Game Hunting Nil 
Mud Lake Wood/Berry Gathering Nil 
Happy Valley-Goose Bay Fishing Minipi L. and Anne Marie L. received low-level use 

during July-September 
Happy Valley-Goose Bay Small Game Hunting Sections of Petit Mecatina R. (adjacent to PTA), 

Minipi L. received low-level use during October-
March; Minonipi L. and headwaters of Kenamu R. 
received low-level use during January-March 

Happy Valley-Goose Bay Trapping Sections of Petit Mecatina R. (adjacent to PTA), 
Minipi L., Anne Marie L. and Minonipi L. received 
low-level use during October-March; headwaters of 
Kenamu R. and Traverspine R. received low-level 
use during January-March 

Happy Valley-Goose Bay Waterfowl Hunting Sections of Petit Mecatina R. (adjacent to PTA) 
received low-level use during October-November 

Happy Valley-Goose Bay Wood/Berry Gathering Nil 
North West River Fishing Nil 
North West River Small Game Hunting Nil 
North West River Trapping Anne Marie L., headwaters of Kenamu R. and Little 

Drunken R. received low-level use during April-May 
North West River Waterfowl Hunting Nil 
North West River Wood/Berry Gathering Nil 
Notes: 
1. Does not include the Innu Community of Sheshashit 
2. Nearby Salmon R., tributary of Kenamu R. received low-level use during October-March 
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Clients and operators access these sites by float planes and helicopters on an almost daily basis during 
mid-June to mid-September.  Both operators reported that conflicts with existing low-level training 
activities have been rare to date, and there were no concerns expressed regarding disturbance from 
overflights (Section 1.1.2). 
 
3.1.2 Air Charters 
 
In support of the Outfitting industry and other activity in the Study Area are at least two commercial 
fixed-wing and two helicopter companies all based in Happy Valley-Goose Bay who conduct regular 
charters from late May until the end of September annually.  The frequency for Tamalik Air (Single and 
Twin Otter Aircraft on Floats) is typically twice on Thursday and Friday, and twice again in the week to 
support Cooper’s Minipi Camps and at least once on Sunday to Labrador Outdoors.  Labrador Outdoors 
and some clients also have their own float-planes that may travel to the area from Happy Valley-Goose 
Bay or from southern locations such as Sept-Iles/Baie Commeau depending on weather and loads.  Most 
of these trips are destined for lodges operated by the two active Outfitters.  Helicopters are used 
infrequently by the Outfitters (K. Williams and H. Blake, pers. comm.) as they are more expensive with 
lighter payloads.  However, when weather is marginal for float planes, helicopters are often used 
assuming the weather is not severe (W. Roberts, pers. comm.). 
 
In addition to flying to Outfitter operations, aircraft often ferry through the Study Area enroute to Goose 
Bay from Natashquan in particular (G. Goodyear and H. Blake, pers. comm.).  These aircraft are 
operating in airspace up to 6,000 to 7,000 feet above-ground-level (agl) (helicopters generally under 
1,000 feet agl) and under visual flight rules (VFR).  According to the Air Charters (R. Dawe, pers. 
comm.), the existing regime of flights should continue in the foreseeable future and could possibly 
expand, at least for Tamalik Airways into Instrument Flight Rule (IFR) capabilities. 
 
3.1.3  Mining 
 
Following the discovery of the nickel deposit at Voisey’s Bay, mineral exploration expanded 
dramatically throughout Labrador including the Study Area.  During this period, the Provincial 
Government also conducted a series of surveys to identify mineral resource potential in the Minipi Lake 
area (James and Nadeau 1999, 2000, 2001).  The area has some potential for hosting Ti (Fe) oxide 
deposits and Ni-Co-Cu mineralization in anorthosite (James and Nadeau 2001).  Exploration activity in 
the Study Area is presently considered low to nil. 
 
3.1.4 Snowmobile Industry 
 
With the recent trend in warmer winter weather throughout North America, regions such as Labrador 
(that still exhibit approximately six months of snow cover), are becoming attractive for snowmobile 
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enthusiasts.  For the last several years, Labrador has been moving to establish one of the premier 
destinations for snowmobile enthusiasts (G. Price, pers. comm.).  Significant efforts have been extended 
on behalf of the Provincial Government in this Region (and of that in adjacent Quebec), to develop a 
series of high quality, groomed snowmobile trails over a vast area.  Much of the planning and 
development to date has been to create a circular route connecting communities and coast lines, thereby 
avoiding the interior such as the Study Area (M. Watkins, pers. comm.). 
 
3.2 Non-Commercial 
 
3.2.1 Trapping 
 
Currently, there are no known trappers working within the Study Area with the exception of some 
incidental activity associated with the owners of Cooper’s Minipi Camps.  The downturn in the fur 
industry coupled with increasing expenses (particularly the price of gasoline) has meant a decrease even 
from the low-level of activity identified in the late 1980’s (DND 1994).  This activity occurs during 
October to March. 
 
3.2.2 Fishing 
 
It is believed that the fishing reported by DND (1994) in the Study Area was primarily associated with 
the outfitting operations that still exist today.  Other fishing was reported by outfitters although this was 
infrequent and reportedly associated with uninvited helicopter activity. 
 
3.2.3 Hunting 
 
With the exception of waterfowl hunting during the end of the fishing season at Cooper’s Minipi Lake 
Camps (late September), no other hunting activity was documented in the Study Area. 
 
3.2.4 Innu Land Use 
 
Refer to supplementary report prepared by Innu Environmental (Wolverine & Associates 2001, 
Appendix ).  Informants during this study commented that the only observations of the Innu and 
Montagnais in recent years have been of a few individuals (<10) on an exploratory walk from Minipi 
Lake to Kenamu River during June.  Otherwise, the Outfitters reported that they do no encounter Innu or 
Montagnais in their area of interest. 
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4.0 EFFECTS ASSESSMENT 
 
Physical Infrastructure 
 
The non-military infrastructure presently within the Study Area are the Outfitting Operations of 
Cooper’s Minipi Camps and Labrador Outdoors.  While not provided by the owners, the estimated value 
of these and associated buildings would cost millions of dollars to replace.  However, none of these six 
lodges (nor plans for additional lodges) occur within the proposed location of the safety template for the 
LGB training (Figure 2).  In fact, as a proactive mitigation feature, the three options for approaching the 
PTA also avoid over flying this infrastructure enroute to the PTA.  Therefore damage to existing 
infrastructure and private property as a result of this new training is not expected.  No additional 
mitigation is identified. 
 
Human Occupation 
 
Current practice at 5 Wing Goose Bay is to avoid areas of human occupation within the MTA through 
the issuing of Operational Directives to training pilots (S. Bird, pers. comm.).  Both Outfitters within the 
Study Area (Cooper’s Minipi Camps and Labrador Outdoors) and a third located on the approach to the 
PTA from Goose Bay (6 North Fishing Lodge) reported occasionally observing/hearing military aircraft 
conducting training exercises in their respective areas.  However, none of these Outfitters expressed 
concern in terms of disturbance or other noise effects to either themselves or their clients as a result of 
current operations.  The higher altitude and infrequent nature of the proposed LGB training is not 
expected to change this opinion.  These characteristics caused the Outfitters in the Minipi Lake system, 
to state clearly that they were comfortable with the proposal (J. Cooper and H. Calden, pers. comm.). 
 
Other human (non-commercial) presence in the Study Area and more specifically the safety template are 
considered low to non-existent in terms of hunting, trapping, fishing or other land use activity.  Of these, 
only fishing would generally occur during the months of the potential LGB training, and again would 
occur outside the Safety Template.  No negative effects on human occupation of the Safety Template are 
predicted.  Ongoing consultation in the form of briefings to Community Groups and media 
announcements will assist in enhanced public awareness of the change in training activities at this 
location. 
 
Airspace Use  
 
The current activities conducted by 5 Wing Goose Bay are not causing serious problems for float plane 
operators (R. Dawe, pers. comm.).  Tamalik Air as most companies, operate on a ‘see and be seen’ 
policy in the MTA and particularly in the vicinity of the PTA.  Their pilots regular observe military jets 
and other aircraft adjacent to the Operational Directive around the Outfitting Operations on the Minipi 
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system.  Close attention is paid by these pilots who become familiar with the LLF techniques and are 
careful to avoid conflicts.  With each new pilot or technique however, the companies are required to 
ensure these persons are well-briefed and act accordingly. 
 
In terms of avoiding temporally any conflicts in future, Tamalik Air suggested that LGB activity be 
conducted during Monday through Wednesday when there are typically few charters in this area (R. 
Dawe, pers. comm.).  The fact that Tamalik may be moving to IFR capability should not pose any 
additional constraint for DND, given the requirement of deploying LGB systems under VFR conditions.  
This requirement will also allow Outfitters the opportunity to use helicopters in marginal weather when 
fixed-wing float planes are not able to access the area. 
 
The proposed location of the Safety Template already considers much of the potential conflict with 
existing users by locating the area south of the Outfitting Operations at Minipi Lake.  Additional 
mitigation regarding airspace would be the flexibility of temporal restrictions associated with the safety 
template.  Pilots and Charter Companies proposed and/or agreed with the following procedures: 
 
- Prior to the initiation of the flying season, MCC briefings with Air Charter Companies would 

identify the LGB training schedule, including procedures and other issues. 
- During the flying season, from mid-April to mid-October (dates would vary annually), access to 

airspace within the safety template would require permission from the Military Co-ordination  
Centre (MCC). 

- As with current procedures at the PTA, access during this time would be granted on days when 
LGB training is not scheduled (i.e. Thursday through Sunday). 

- On prolonged periods of poor weather when helicopter access is still possible, the Companies 
may request access assuming LGB training was not feasible. 

 
Other Development 
 
At this time, no additional development is known to be under consideration within the Study Area and 
specifically within the Safety Template.  Mineral exploration is a possible future activity as potential for 
some minerals has been previously identified by the Provincial Government (James and Nadeau 1999, 
2000, 2001).  The rapidly expanding snowmobile industry and associated trail network has no intention 
of placing groomed trails within the Study Area (M. Watkins, pers. comm.).  No other development or 
industrial activity is known to be comtemplated for the Study Area at this time. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Based on interviews, consultations and correspondence during the course of this investigation, no 
significant issues or opposition was identified with the incorporation of mitigation identified previously.  
The following conclusions were reached: 
 
1. No opposition by persons engaged in some form of land-use activity within the Study Area, was 

identified. 
2. During the projected period of activity (i.e. mid-April to mid-October), the Safety Template would 

be occupied (<10%) on a predictable basis only during August, and in association with the Outfitting 
activities on Minipi Lake.  No other terrestrial use of the area during this period was identified. 

3. Air spatial conflicts could be accommodated within the context of proposed mitigation, by local air 
charter companies. 

4. Terrestrial related conflicts exist only in a portion of the proposed Safety Template and during the 
month of August. 

 
Continuing with the ongoing community consultation at least at the start of each training season will 
enhance understanding and co-operation between the residents and land users of the entire MTA and 
those responsible for the Allied Training at 5 Wing Goose Bay. 
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LOCATIONAL DATA 
 
Area (name and ref. # on map):__________________________________________________  
Major river, bay or inlet: _______________________________________________________ 
Closest settlement: ___________________________________________________________ 
Topographic Map (1:250,000) indicate with  :   13C (__)      12N (__)  
 
ENVIRONMENT 
 
Describe the area?_____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Explain how this area is suitable for your activity (travelling, camping, hunting, trapping or 
fishing)______________________________________________________________________       
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Is the area accessible all year round? When would you preferably use the area (Month? 
Year?)______________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Name major (size or productivity) lakes and rivers that you use? 
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What about landforms (hills and valleys, plain): is this rough country or is it easy to travel or 
settle in this area?_____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Is vegetation sparse (barren or bog) or is it densely forested? Mark on the map areas that have 
been affected by forest fire or other impact agent_____________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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RESOURCES 
 
Animals:  For each category or species identified or valued by the respondent (e.g. moose; 
marten), ask the following question: Is the population dense, moderate or sparse? Indicate any 
areas of concentration (location and timing on the map________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________  
 
Birds: For each category or species identified or valued by the respondent (e.g. ducks; grouse), 
ask the following question: Is the population dense, moderate or sparse? Indicate any areas of 
concentration on the map________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________  
 
Fish: For each category or species identified or valued by the respondent (e.g. brook trout; 
whitefish), ask the following question: Is the population dense, moderate or sparse? Indicate any 
areas of concentration on the map _____________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________  
 
Other Resources: For each category identified or valued by the respondent (e.g. birch; 
bakeapple), ask the following question: Is the population dense, moderate or sparse? Indicate any 
areas of concentration on the map______________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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HUNTING, TRAPPING AND FISHING 
  
Estimate what percentage (%) of your income is based on activities conducted in the 
area?________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hunting: Indicate preferred location (s) and timing (Date, Month). Refer to a code/number or on 
the map___________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________  
Indicate what type and % of total:  Subsistence (__) Recreation (__) Commercial (__) 
 
Trapping: Indicate preferred location (s) and timing (Date, Month).  Refer to a code/number or 
on the map __________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________  
Indicate what type and % of total:  Subsistence (__) Recreation (__) Commercial (__) 
 
Fishing: Indicate preferred location (s) and timing (Date, Month). Refer to a code/number or on 
the map___________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________  
Indicate what type and (%) of total:  Subsistence (__) Recreation (__) Commercial (__) 
 
Other Activities: Indicate preferred location (s) and timing (Date, Month). Refer to a 
code/number or on the map______________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________  
Indicate what type and (%) of total:  Subsistence (__) Recreation (__) Commercial (__) 
 
Who is normally participating in the following activities? (e.g., man, woman or both; adults only 
or parents and children) 
Hunting: ___________________________________________________________________ 
Trapping: __________________________________________________________________ 
Fishing: ____________________________________________________________________ 
Wood cutting: _______________________________________________________________ 
Berry Picking: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Remarks: ___________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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LAND USE AND SETTLEMENT 
 
When did you start using this area? Do you use the area year after year?___________________ 
 
 
How much time (days or months per year) do you spend in the area? _____________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________  
Is this amount of time constant, year after year? _____________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________  
Did you ever consider living there year round and why? _______________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
List any place names, explain their meaning and mark them on the map___________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Buildings or Features  
 
List any buildings or features associated land use (e.g., cache, cellar, hunting blind, trap, fish-weir, 
shelter or cabin). Mark any known location on the map____________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
Who is normally using this camp or these features? Are you normally part of this group? Are they 
relatives or friends? Where were they from (if from a different community? ___________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Travel Routes and Transportation 
 
List and indicate on the map any travel routes, existing trails, roads, portage sites and landing 
areas________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
How do you travel to, from and within the area (e.g., aircraft, boat, snowmobile?)__________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
How long does it normally take and how much does it cost you to get there?_______________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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CONCERNS AND GUIDELINES 
 
You have identified important animals, birds and fish in the area. Are you aware of any reduction 
or increase in certain species that may have occurred in recent years (1990-2001)? 
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
Sensitive wildlife areas may be affected by the proposed LGB program.  Ask the respondent to 
comment and list any questions or suggestions. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
Camps or hunting/fishing facilities may be affected by proposed development. Ask the respondent 
to comment and list any questions or suggestions. (e.g., move or relocate the cabins or other 
facilities; stop military training; no change). 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Remarks:____________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
REFERENCE 
 
Name of Respondent: __________________________________________________________   
Age: ________ Sex: _________ Occupation:___________________________________ 
Address:____________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________ Telephone:________________________   
Date: ___________________   Name of Interviewer: _________________________________ 
 
Names of other Respondents that should be interviewed:____________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
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CODE _______________________  PLACE __________________________  DATE ______________ 
 
INFORMANT’S NAME _______________________________________________________________ 
 
ADDRESS __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________   PHONE NUMBER _________________ 
 
AGE ___________________  SEX ______________ 
 
STATUS ______________________  OCCUPATION _______________________________________ 
 
SOURCE LANGUAGE__________________  
 
INTERVIEWER’S NAME _____________________________________________________________ 
 
TIME INTERVIEW  STARTS_________________  TIME INTERVIEW ENDS __________________ 
 
We are researchers from Jacques Whitford Environment Limited. We are undertaking interviews on 
behalf of the Department of National Defense (DND) in the context of a land use study associated with 
the PTA. We are interested in asking you a number of questions about areas where you and your 
relatives are hunting, trapping, fishing, camping and travelling.  Your answers to our questions will help 
us to locate camps and other facilities as well as natural resources and areas of significance and to make 
appropriate recommendation for the preservation of these valuable resources and facilities. This 
information will be used to prepare a report that will be submitted to the DND.  DND has the right to use 
the information for this project and subsequent environmental screening in relation to this project.   
DND will retain a copy of the interview (tape and record forms). If you wish, a copy of the taped 
interview will be sent to you. 
  
Your participation in this project is completely voluntary and there will be no consequences whatsoever 
if you decide not to participate. The interview will last about 90 minutes and will be recorded on tape.  
Whenever you are uncomfortable with a question, you can tell us you do not wish to answer. 
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Your name, your address, or any identifying information will remain confidential. That means no one 
other than we will be able to identify or link your name to the things you tell us. This identifying 
information (above) will never be used when we discuss the findings of this study. 
 
If you have any questions or  if you want information from us during or after the interview, we will do 
our best to answer your questions or give you the name of someone who can help. If you have questions 
after the interview, you can contact us at: 
 
Perry Trimper or Caroline Hong  or   Yves Labrèche  
Jacques Whitford Environment Ltd.     Jacques Whitford Environment Ltd. 
Goose Bay, Labrador       St. John’s, Newfoundland 
709 896-5860        709 576-1458 
 
 
Again, we would like to stress that your participation is completely voluntary, and what you say will be 
protected with the strictest confidentiality. Thank you very much for your assistance in this project. 
 
 
 
Respondent: __________________________________ 
 
Interviewer: __________________________________ 
 
Date: _________________ 
 
 

 
  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX C 
 

Summary of Mamut-Inuat Land Use from DND (1994) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

The most recent information available on land use activities by the Mamut-Inuat of  Quebec is from the 
Environmental Impact Statement on military flying activities in Labrador and Quebec (DND 1994).  At 
that time, the Conseil des Atikamekw et des Montagnais (CAM) did not participate in preparation of the 
EIS, therefore the land use information presented was based mainly on documentary research. The land 
use data was compiled for the Quebec North Shore communities of Mingan, Natashquan, La Romaine 
and Pakua Shipi.   
 
Statements made by the Mamut-Inuat during the review process indicated that camping in the country 
and harvesting wildlife were important to them, and that they have traditionally gone into the interior to 
hunt, trap and fish (DND 1994).  The primary species harvested include moose, waterfowl, salmonids, 
caribou, beaver and hare.  Other furbearers are also harvested according to market value and may 
include marten, mink, otter, muskrat, lynx and red fox (DND 1994).  Historically, North Shore residents 
used navigable waterways to access the interior with few travelling further than 190 km inland.  This 
pattern changed following the advent of aircraft and snowmobile travel that allowed residents to cover 
larger areas in a more widely scattered pattern than before (DND 1994).  
 
Mapping of resource harvesting areas used by Quebec North Shore residents indicates that the northern 
limit of areas where regular fishing and hunting activity occur are approximately 45 km south of the 
Quebec/Labrador border (and south of the Study Area for this environmental screening) and take place 
predominantly from July through November. Trapping activity generally occurs further south, within 60 
km of the coast (DND 1994).  Fishing is a summer pastime in communities although few people travel 
into the interior primarily to fish (DND 1994).  The EIS also notes that traditionally some hunters and 
trappers from the Lower North Shore would travel inland and hunt in Labrador.  For example, as the 
range of caribou began to shift northward from the Quebec North Shore region 30 to 35 years ago, 
residents followed and many Quebec hunters established cabins in Labrador in areas such as Birchy 
Lakes and White Hills.  However, in more recent years this cross-boundary movement has declined 
(DND 1994).  Recent anecdotal evidence suggests that some Quebec North Shore residents continue to 
travel to Labrador although the number of individuals and details on seasonal activities are not available.   
 

 
































































